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Philippians 1:6 TPT I pray with great faith for you, because I’m fully convinced that the One 

who began this glorious work in you will faithfully continue the process of maturing you and 

will put his finishing touches to it until the unveiling of our Lord Jesus Christ! 
 

 

 God will always finish what He has started. He has called us unto Himself and started a 

good work in us, and He will finish it. 
 

 we need to start co-operating with the sanctifying work of the Holy Spirit in our lives 

Especially when we are in the middle of it and you do not know how to go forward, but also 

know we cannot go back. 

 We love Jesus and want to go all the way through to the finish with Him, but 

sometimes it’s difficult 

- Jesus understands this because He lived in a fleshly body on earth and understands 

temptation.  

- You may experience temptation to sin or just to give up and quit, but God will 

strengthen you all the way to the finish if you ask Him. 
 

 Keep your eye on the prize 

- it may be uncomfortable now but you will be pleased in the end if you keep your 

FOCUS, and allow Him to do what He needs to do in you. 
 

 So many start and do not finish 

- This is not pleasing to God or a good representation of a person wanting to walk in 

integrity. 

- It is easy to start something because all of our emotions are excited about something 

new. But, character is seen in people when their feelings are no longer supporting 

them 
 

 Perhaps you are left with just God and a lot of work but God’s character always 

finishes what He starts 

 God promised to finish what He started; will you make a similar commitment to Him 

whatever He gives you to do? 

 

Have a rock-like face toward CONSISTENCY and be FEARLESS against attacks - both 

SPIRITUAL AND PHYSICAL 

We should stand FIRM and CONFIDANT that everything is going to work out. 

 We are not to CHANGE but to remain CONSTANT and let God do the CHANGING of 

the CIRCUMSTANCES HOWEVER, as you take on MORE in your life, you NEED to create 

ORDER and STRUCTURE! 
 

Kenneth Hagen once said show me a man’s top drawer and I’ll tell you if he will make in 

ministry or not by the state of his drawer. 
 

FOCUSED 



 

 Your RESPONSE to PRESSURE should be one of ORDER and STRUCTURE  

 You may be REJECTING something that God WANTS to BRING INTO your life, SO it 

doesn’t MEAN that you CAN’T do it, it just means that you can’t do it with the OLD 

ORDER... 

 You can’t have a NEW BLESSING and an OLD ORDER 

 Every time you get NEW opportunities you have to RESTRUCTURE and CREATE NEW 

ORDER as now there is NEW WEIGHT, new RESPONSIBILITIES and more DEMANDS... 

 You have to make ALLOWANCES for the NEW PRESSURE 

 Are you READY for WHAT you PRAYED for? Are you PREPARED for what you are GOING 

to be? [If you are PRAYING for a CHILD - have you got the JOB that can SUPPORT the 

NEWCOMER?] Have you MADE the NECESSARY arrangements for your SUCCESS? 

- You CAN’T RECEIVE new blessings with OLD ORDER; you can’t get a NEW JOB and still have 

your OLD HABITS, 

- You have to RE-STRUCTURE or REFOCUS for WHERE you are GOING, NOT for WHERE you have 

BEEN. 

- The REASON you are STRETCHED OUT and OVERLOADED and at your WITS-END is because 

you ARE overloaded and YOU need to RE-ORGANIZE your life! 

- Anytime you take on the new, WITHOUT order you are going to have CHAOS 

The reason you have CHAOS in your body, in your MIND, in your SLEEP, in your DIGESTION, 

and your top drawer is a mess: you are OUT of order for the weight LOAD that you are 

CARRYING. 
 

 PEOPLE SWITCH OFF when there is no POINT to what you are SAYING; they can PAY 

attention because there is something to FOCUS on 

 No FOCUS will CAUSE you to DEPLETE your savings, you HAVE to have a PLAN to your 

MONEY, if you don’t have a PLAN and a STRUCTURE or a REASON to it you will lose 

THINGS that you could’ve HAD because you HAD no FOCUS 
 

WHERE IS YOUR FOCUS? 

 Every GOOD thing that COMES along is not for you TO DO 

 Every bodies VISION for your life is not for YOU to FOLLOW. If it doesn’t FIT the 

TRAJECTORY of where you TRYING to GO, you will have no FOCUS. 

 Sometimes you HAVE to LET GOOD things GO BECAUSE it has no FOCUS 

 

—look at how focused Jesus was in Luke 9 

Luke 9:51 TPT “Jesus passionately determined to leave for Jerusalem and let nothing distract 

him from fulfilling his mission there, for the time for him to be lifted up was drawing near.  

 

 FOCUS is DISCIPLINE - the strength to say NO 

• JESUS had DISCIPLINE to say NO to the disciples when they were protesting about Samaria, 

because this has NOTHING to do with where I’m TRYING to go. No I’m 

 Don’t be distracted by the things around you. 



 

 Avoid being hooked in by enticing chats 

 No FOCUS is a terrible thing:- nothing follows: not kids, not wealth, not love, not friends; 

you end up lonely and empty because your efforts never had focus 

 

ALMOST as bad as NO FOCUS is WRONG FOCUS 

 there is a DIFFERENCE between NO Focus and WRONG Focus 

- WRONG Focus is when you SHOULD be COMMITTED to this, but you are WORRIED 

about THAT!  

- FIGHTING the WRONG BATTLE, ARGUING about the WRONG thing, putting RIGHT 

efforts in WRONG places. 

 

 WHEREVER YOU ARE TODAY you are EATING the FRUITS of YESTERDAY’S focus. 

 WHERE you are right now is a RESULT of what you PUT in 10 years ago 

 What you SLAY in your 30’s you will EAT the BOUNTY of in your 50’s 

• You have to have a LONG-RANGE PLAN of WHERE you are trying TO GO with your life. You 

NEED a strategy and a focused PLAN. That’s what MENTORING is all about 

 

Are you SPENDING all your TIME and STRENGTH worrying ABOUT what is going on with others? 

Are you spending all your ENERGY managing something that you DON’T have the POWER to 

FIX? Are you so TIRED and EXHAUSTED trying to CHANGE somebody who WON’T be changed 

or trying to LOVE somebody who won’t be loved – YOU HAVE the WRONG focus 

 

Example of camera person refocusing the shot 

 

What is your PRIORITY? 

 Your PARAMETERS SHOULDN’T have your ENERGY - your PRIORITIES should have your 

ENERGY, once this happens then you can handle your PARAMETERS 

 THE problem with the DISCIPLES was that they were FOCUSED on PARAMETER at the 

EXPENSE of the PRIORITY and LOST sight of the PRINCIPAL.  

 The PARAMETER is CLEAR but the PRINCIPAL GRADUALLY goes OUT of FOCUS 

 

People go where there is FOCUS 

You have to keep your focus on where Jesus is leading you. 

 When you have DONE all you can do - KEEP your focus and SET your Face 

 Focus is too IMPORTANT to be COMPROMISED 

 Do you know how STRONG you ARE when you are FOCUSED? 

- The HUMAN spirit is so STRONG it’s HARD for death to TAKE you 

- Then you have the Holy Spirit 

 You are STRONG WHEN you FOCUS, NO ONE is STRONG when you HAVE too many 

things PULLING at your focus, 

[WHEN I go OUT of focus I LOOSE form, my nose and ears are DISTORTED, IN FOCUS I come 

back into FULL view. 

 



 

The disciples NOTICE that something has CHANGED in Jesus when they SAW that he had SET 

HIS FACE to go to Jerusalem, in SPITE of the THREAT there.  

 Resistance ALWAYS comes when you are NEAREST to the OPPORTUNITY, now to get to 

the GREATEST OPPORTUNITY you have to FIGHT the greatest RESISTANCE (sometimes 

your own will) and you have to FIGHT it with the GREATEST FOCUS 

 

Luke 15:18 NKJV I will arise and go to my father, and will say to him, “Father, I have sinned 

against heaven and before you, 

- EVEN as the prodigal son said, “I will get UP and go to my FATHER’S house”...there is the 

greatest BREAK THROUGH, the SAME spirit of FOCUS is WORKING in this TEXT - “I will ARISE” 

 

Philippians1:15-18 TPT  It’s true that there are some who preach Christ out of competition and 

controversy, for they are jealous over the way God has used me. Many others have purer 

motives—they preach with grace and love filling their hearts, because they know I’ve been 

destined for the purpose of defending the revelation of God. 

Those who preach Christ with ambition and competition are insincere—they just want to 

add to the hardships of my imprisonment. Yet in spite of all of this I am overjoyed! For what 

does it matter as long as Christ is being preached? If they preach him with mixed motives or 

with genuine love, the message of Christ is still being preached. And I will continue to rejoice  

 

 He says I don’t CARE WHETHER you are sincere OR not, I don’t care WHAT they are 

doing, as long as the gospel is preached, in that I REJOICE ...my PRIORITY is to STAY 

FOCUSED that Christ is PREACHED!! 

 What we are TALKING about is MATURITY, 

 I cannot be SPREAD that thin AND be effective. SOMETHINGS are too MUCH for you, 

don’t let your EGO not LET you, LET things go! 

 

 THIS is your SEASON to GET into focus 

 A MAGNIFYING GLASS in the sun TAKES the ABSTRACT rays that are SCATTERED and 

brings it into FOCUS on one SPOT and then BEGINS to BURN where the FOCUS is. 

 

 I am FIRE when I am FOCUSED 

 You don’t NEED more light RAYS you need to be MORE focused on the rays that are 

there 

 

You may NOT need ANYMORE money you may need more FOCUS 

 

Matthew 6:33-34 TPT ““So above all, constantly chase after the realm of God’s kingdom and 

the righteousness that proceeds from him. Then all these less important things will be given to 

you abundantly. Refuse to worry about tomorrow, but deal with each challenge that comes 

your way, one day at a time. Tomorrow will take care of itself.”” 

 

It is the same WITH the TITHE WHEN you are FAITHFUL with the TITHE He KNOWS you will be 

FAITHFUL with the REST 


